ARCHITECTURE By Lars Elton

The Oslo Opera House attracted more than a million people in the ﬁrst year after the opening in April 2008. The Snøhetta architects’ brilliant solution has become an icon of modern
Norwegian architecture. Among the many prizes they have received is the EU commission’s Mies van der Rohe award for 2009. (Photo: Trond Isaksen/Statsbygg og Snøhetta)

NORWEGIAN ARCHITECTURE
AFTER THE OSLO OPERA HOUSE
– between nature and modernism
The international acclaim the new Oslo Opera House has received has given
Norwegian architecture a boost. Many more architects and architectural
companies than the opera architects Snøhetta deserve attention, and they
are getting it.
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The diﬀ erent installations along the National Tourist Routes are examples of the way Norwegian architects play along with and challenge the landscape. This viewing platform by
Reiulf Ramstad Architects towers above the famous Trollstigen road in the Geiranger fjord. (Photo: Per Kollstad/Statens vegvesen)

“

Looking at the present time, one can say that Norway’s
architectural identity comes from its close relation to the
landscape and nature.

IN THE SAME WAY AS THE NORWEGIAN LANGUAGE HAS SOME PECULIARITIES like the
letters Æ, Ø and Å, Norwegian architecture does not look
exactly like any other nation’s built culture. Dating back to the
Middle Ages, the Norwegian stave churches have their distinct
profile which stands out as something special in the history of
European architecture. Looking at the present time, one can
say that Norway’s architectural identity comes from its close
relation to the landscape and nature.
That does not imply that Norwegian architecture is romantic, contrary to what is commonly understood of the close rela-

tion between nature and romanticism. This modern misperception is unnatural to Norwegians, living in a sparsely populated
country with a long and exposed coastline. The capital Oslo,
Norway’s biggest city with a population of half a million inhabitants – a little more than ten percent of the nation’s population
- is smaller than many European cities. But being the nation’s
capital gives Oslo an international flair that few other cities of
its size can match.
The major part of Norwegian architecture is, as in most
other western nations, founded on the modern understanding of
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Wednesday
Sustainability comes in many architectural forms. The «Teachers’ House» conference centre in Oslo by Element Architects is an extension of the teacher’s union offices. It has
attracted attention both for its low energy consumption and for the artist Jorunn Sannes’ decoration. (Photo: Element Arkitekter AS)
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today’s building methods and language. The Oslo Opera House,
opened in April 2008, shows that the close relation to nature
leads to some very specialized solutions.
rising from the fjord. We are a
nation known for weekend hiking in forests and mountains, but
the Opera House with its roof sliding at an angle into the water
has made urban hiking popular. I have seen people on the roof
in the middle of the night, and outdoor summer concerts attract
massive crowds to the top of the roof.
Contrary to this popular picture of the Opera House, its foremost quality is in my opinion the way it connects the building’s
interior with the urban grid surrounding the Opera. With its
huge glass wall that cuts through the roof, the interior wall surrounding the theatre hall lights up at night and becomes visible.
It sends its visual impact through the glass walls into the neighbouring city streets, making the interior wall an integrated

15:00 – 16:00

”THE 8 MILLION CITY”
OSLO - GÖTEBORG – ØRESUND SEMINAR
The 8 million City by Knut Halvorsen. Managing Director, Oslo Teknopol

-

THE OPERA HOUSE IS COMPARED TO AN ICEBERG
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CURRENT STATE AND FUTURE TRENDS IN OSLO
The Macro picture by Knut Halvorsen, Managing director, Oslo Teknopol;
Ellen de Vibe, Director, Agency for Planning and Building Services, City of Oslo: (tba).
Developers in Oslo (tba)

-

part of the urban scene. With both these qualities (the walkable
roof and the lighted interior) the opera architect Snøhetta has
managed in a majestic manner to give a monumental piece of
architecture a human touch.
a term attributed
to the famous Norwegian architectural theorist Christian Norberg-Schulz (1926–2000). It implies a «soft» or human touch to
the architectural expression arising from Norberg-Schulz’ other
important term «Genius loci» or the soul of the place.
The most famous interpreter of these terms internationally is
Sverre Fehn, who died last year at the age of 84. Being the first
Nordic architect to receive the Pritzker-prize (often referred to
as the «Nobel-prize» of architecture) in 1997, he has left his
mark on generations of Norwegian architects. Being a teacher
most of his life his most productive years architecturally came
later in life. In the last ten years of his life he was given im-

11:00 – 12.00
-

THESE QUALITIES ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH POETIC MODERNISM ,

16:30 – 17:30
-

Organizer:

ROUND TABLE CONVERSATION ON THE TOPIC WITH:
Anneli Hulthén, Mayor of City of Göteborg
Nils Åge Jegstad, Mayor of County of Akershus
Representative from Øresund (tba).
Fingerfood and drinks
”FJORDBYEN AKKURAT NÅ” (DEBATE IN NORWEGIAN)
Oslo-seminar for Oslo participants
Tone Tellevik Dahl, Deputy Chair (AP) City Council of Oslo
Kjell Veivåg, Deputy Chair (V) City Council of Oslo
Kjell Jacobsen, Head of Section, Dep. of Urban Development (responsible for Munch and Deichmann)
Representative from the developers (tba)

Main Sponsors:
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Bugge, Arentz-Hansen & Rasumussen

REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION

The Norwegian real estate market has shown sustained growth over recent years, with Norwegian and international real
estate activity becoming increasingly attractive to international investors. But, although Norway is adjusting into line with EU
regulations, navigating through the idiosyncrasies of the Norwegian real estate market still requires specialist local knowledge. The real estate and construction team at BA-HR can assist you with everything from structuring complex cross-border
investments, real estate sales and acquisitions, to negotiating or litigating development and construction contracts.
Whether you are interested in advice on investment, development, construction, property ۋnance or
transactional work, please contact us to ۋnd out how we can be of assistance.

Jan Einar Barbo
jeb@bahr.no
Mobile: +47 92 88 14 08

The Deichman Library will be the closest neighbour to the Oslo Opera House when it is built in a few years time. Its façade will be made of a new translucent material that lets light
through the walls even where there are no windows. (Illustration: Lund Hagem Arkitekter and Atelier Oslo)

>>

portant commissions, eg. the renovation and extension of the
National museum of Architecture and the headquarters for the
publishing house of Gyldendal, both in Oslo.
But contemporary Norwegian architecture is not dominated
by old or dead men. On the contrary, Norway has a long tradition for giving young architects opportunities and that has led
to a constantly renewed interpretation of architecture and the
built environment’s relation to humans and nature.
One example is the National Tourist Routes, a public initiative to enhance the experience for those who travel by car or
bus through some of the most beautiful landscapes of Norway.
From platforms and architectural installations the public are
offered spectacular views of the scenery in a built environment
often designed by young architects. In combination with art and
sculptures like the publicly funded «Artscape Nordland» this
gives modern-day tourists a spectacular experience.
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NORWAY’S OIL-GENERATED ECONOMY HAS IN MANY WAYS BOOSTED THE NATION’S possibilities over the last decades. The advanced technological
constructions in the North Sea have in a strange way also given
the Norwegian society a special awareness of sustainability (the
term was promoted or even invented by Norway’s former Prime
Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland when she headed a UN committee) and the environment.
Traditional Norwegian buildings like the stave churches as
well as private homes and farm-houses were built in wood. Today
a lot of experimentation is going on with different wooden constructions, and an example is the Sami Parliament in Karasjok,
a modern interpretation of the sami people’s «lavvo» (a tent they
live in when they follow the migration of their reindeer herds).
Wooden constructions appear in all shapes and forms. The
young architects of Brendeland & Kristoffersen Arkitekter in
Trondheim attracted a lot of attention when they built a six

Stig L. Bech
slb@bahr.no
Mobile: +47 91 37 26 68

Anne Soۋe Bjørkholt
asb@bahr.no
Mobile: +47 97 02 21 93

Haakon Flaatten
h@یbahr.no
Mobile: +47 90 85 71 55

“The firm is taking a huge share of the transactions
market and houses lawyers with the highest levels
of expertise, especially in complex transactions”

Chambers Europe 2009

Sam E. Harris
seh@bahr.no
Mobile: +47 92 88 14 26

“consistently provides high-quality service and fast
turnaround, sometimes in extremely complex
matters’. The department is ‘service minded and
extremely competent’”
Legal 500 2009
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Tel: +47 22 83 02 70 | Fax: +47 22 83 07 95 | E-mail: post@bahr.no | www.bahr.no
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Visiting address: Stranden 1 A, Aker Brygge, N-0250 Oslo | Post address: P.O.Box 1524 Vika, N-0117 Oslo

Jarmund & Vigsnæs are among the still rather young
architects who draw on a mix of classic functionalism
and more modern forms. The red villa situated in Oslo
is a mix of functionalism and more free cuts in the
form, while the Svalbard Research Centre derives its
shape from the wind and weather conditions close to
the North Pole. (Photo: Jarmund & Vigsnæs)

Refreshing advice
– Transactions, development
and operation
Commercial Real Estate – Norway
Dedicated lawyers providing a full range of legal services
for the Real Estate business sector.
”Especially strong on the property development front, this ﬁrm is
closely involved with all stages of a development, from the purchase
of undeveloped land to completion of major transactions.”
Chambers and Partners, Europe Guide 2009
For more information, contact Thorvald Nyquist
tel: +47 95 75 31 41, tnyquist@deloitte.no

The Sami Parliament is a modern interpretation of the aboriginal Sami people’s traditions. It is situated in
Karasjok on the Finnmarksvidda, in the northernmost part of mainland Norway. Here temperatures easily
drop to minus 40 degrees Celsius. (Photo: Stein Halvorsen AS)

The opera architect Snøhetta are also involved in the Barcode development. This bank office
building is yet to be built. (Illustration: White View/Snøhetta)

storey housingblock all in solid wood. The building’s construction and its odd shape have made it into a landmark for experimental design with traditional materials.

Norwegians have a genuine belief in the true value of democracy. Therefore high profiled building projects like the «Barcode»
office and residential buildings in Bjørvika have raised a lasting
debate. The same has happened with the Spanish architect
Herreros Arquitectos’ proposed museum for the world-famous
artist Edvard Munch’ s art. But the plans for a new library in the
same area, by Norwegian architects Lund Hagem Arkitekter and
Atelier Oslo, have received little more than general acclaim for
the innovative use of new building materials, the shape and the
solutions for the interior. So, in a few years time the Oslo Opera
House will only be one of many interesting buildings in the Bjørvika area - as well as in the rest of Norway.

>>

for architecture. The Opera House is only the first stage of a huge development.
In the 1980ies and the 1990ies the western part of the city centre
was developed with the commercial and residential area «Aker
Brygge» on the waterfront. This development is now being extended
with «Tjuvholmen», and at the same time office blocks, residential housing and museums are being planned and built around the
Opera House in Bjørvika, in the eastern end of the city centre.

OSLO IS REGARDED BY MANY AS ONE OF TODAY’S MOST INTERESTING CITIES
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